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Abstract Video texts are closely related to the video content. The video text information
can facilitate content based video analysis, indexing and retrieval. Video sequences are
usually compressed before storage and transmission. A basic step of text-based applications
is text detection and localization. In this paper, an overlaid text detection and localization
method is proposed for H.264/AVC compressed videos by using the integer discrete cosine
transform (DCT) coefficients of intra-frames. The main contributions of this paper are in the
following two aspects: 1) coarse text blocks detection using block sizes and quantization
parameters adaptive thresholds; 2) text line localization according to the characteristics of
text in intra frames of H.264/AVC compressed domain. Comparisons are made with the
pixel domain based text detection method for the H.264/AVC compressed video. Text
detection results on five H.264/AVC video sequences under various qualities show the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
Keywords Text detection . DCT coefficient . H.264/AVC . Integer DCT . AC
coefficient . Intra prediction

1 Introduction
Video texts are rich of semantic information, which can be utilized in content based video
indexing and retrieval [31, 34, 35, 38, 41]. Text detection is a fundamental step in the text
related applications [5, 8, 13–15, 18, 20–28]. Three kinds of characteristics are often utilized
in video text detection. The first is the connection characteristics of video texts [8, 10, 20].
The text detection methods based on this characteristic assume that text regions have
uniform colors and satisfy certain constraints on size, shape, and spatial layout. The second
is the texture alike characteristic of the text regions [13, 14, 23, 26, 28, 42]. The text
detection methods based on texture information usually assume that the text regions have
special texture patterns. And the third is the edge density information [18, 21]. These
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methods make full use of the fact that the edge densities of background are comparatively
sparser than those of the text regions [32, 40]. Usually the corner point number in the text
region is larger than that in the background regions.
Video texts can be classified into scene texts and overlaid texts. The scene texts are
embedded in video frames. Usually this type of texts can be viewed as a part of a scene.
They appear naturally in the scenes which are captured by cameras [3, 26]. The overlaid
texts are added during video production [14, 23, 26]. Since this type of texts is purposefully
overlaid, they provide important clues for video content analysis and retrieval [15, 28, 31,
34–36].
Video text detection and localization can be carried out both in pixel and compressed
domains [1, 4, 5, 18, 21, 26, 27, 33, 35, 39]. DCT coefficients of compressed video can be
utilized to represent the block texture and edge information [2, 25, 26, 29, 42]. Macro-block
(MB) type information of P- (Predicative) and B- (Bi-directional) frames are also important
for text and non-text discrimination [5, 15]. Zhong et al. utilized the horizontal DCT texture
to detect the candidate text blocks. Then, the candidate text blocks are refined by morphological operations and verified by the vertical DCT texture information [42]. Both the DCT
coefficients and the intra-coded MB numbers of B- and P- frames are fused for text detection
[5]. In [17], Lu and Barner proposed a text detection method based on the texture information represented by weighted DCT coefficients. Compared to the traditional DCT coefficients based text detection methods [26, 42], the weighted DCT coefficients based text
detection method further improves text detection performances. Compared to the DCT based
text detection approaches, DWT based approaches are also popular. The DWT based
approaches are efficient to transform images into different sub-bands. Texts with different
scales are with different responses in different sub-bands. Multi-resolution based text
detection methods are often adopted to detect texts with various sizes [4, 18, 39]. By
integrating the detected texts in various sub-bands, better performance can be achieved [4,
18]. In order to eliminate false detections, the edge [40], texture [26], and shape information
[16] are often utilized in text verifications. In addition, the available redundant temporal
information is often used in candidate text region verification and falsely detected text region
elimination [5, 18, 21, 26, 27, 33, 35]. Lyu et al. proposed a multi-resolution based text
detection method [18]. Firstly, original edge map is generated for each of target video
frames. Multi-resolution text maps of a target frame are generated by down-sampling
the original text map. Then text detection, verification and localization are carried out on
multi-resolution text maps. Finally, the text detection texts in various resolutions are
integrated.
In our previous work, we proposed a text detection, localization and tracking approach by
utilizing the DCT coefficients of intra frames of the MPEG-1/2 video sequences [26]. It
consists of following steps: 1) candidate text blocks (with size 8×8) detection; 2) text line
verification and localization; 3) text line matching and tracking [9, 26].
The existing compressed domain based text detection and localization methods are
mainly proposed for video sequences compressed by MPEG-1/2, and MPEG-4 Part 2.
However, till now, there is no related work reported on the text detection in compressed
domain for H.264/AVC compressed video. There are several challenges to detect texts in
compressed domain of H.264/AVC, which are summarized as follows: 1) the text detection
approach [26, 42] is mainly used for MPEG-1/2 where the block sizes are all 8×8 and nonintra predication is utilized. Thus the DCT coefficients of a block can be utilized to
approximate its texture information. However, intra predication is utilized in H.264/AVC
which makes the existing works may not applicable for H.264/AVC. Does the texture
information of a block can be revealed by the coefficients of residual component after intra
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prediction? This is the first problem we want to address in this paper. 2) The texture
information is approximated by the DCT coefficients, which have some relationship with
compressed video quality or bit-rates. As far as we known, existing approaches [26, 42] did
not take the compressed video quality into account during text detection. How to make the
compressed video text detection approach insensitive to compressed video quality is the
second problem we want to address in this paper. 3) In H.264/AVC, the Integer DCT can be
carried out with block sizes 4×4 and 8×8. How to represent texture for the blocks with
various sizes and incorporate them in text detection, is the third problem we want to solve in
this paper.
Thus in this paper, we focus our attention on text detection in H.264/AVC compressed
domain by considering the above issues. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, a brief overview of the intra-frame coding and integer DCT in H.264/AVC is
presented. In Section 3, a text detection and localization method for the H.264/AVC
compressed domain is proposed. Experimental results and discussions are given in Section 4.
Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 5.

2 Brief overview of the intra-frame coding and integer DCT of H.264/AVC
To improve coding efficiency, H.264/AVC uses more complicated intra prediction to remove
spatial redundancy [6, 12, 19, 37] than the previous video coding standards. For a luma MB,
its prediction block may be formed by blocks with sizes 4×4, 8×8, or 16×16. There are 9, 9
and 4 modes for luma blocks with sizes 4×4, 8×8 and 16×16 respectively. According to the
relationship of rate and distortion, blocks with large sizes are appropriate for homogeneous
areas and blocks with small sizes are beneficial for areas with more details during
encoding [12]. Intra prediction of a block is formed by the previously reconstructed
blocks in its neighbors. The residual component of a block is the difference of the
original block and its optimal prediction. H.264/AVC utilizes integer DCT instead of
float DCT. The integer DCT is deduced from float DCT. Now we describe the relationship of them in detial. The float DCT coefficients ACuv of an N×N sized block f(x, y) are
defined as follows.
ACuv ¼ Cu Cv

N 1X
N 1
X

f ðx; yÞ cos

x¼0 y¼0

ð2x þ 1Þpu
ð2y þ 1Þpv
cos
2N
2N

ð1Þ

where u and v (u, v00, …, N−1) denote the horizontal and vertical coordinates respec pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=N ; if u; v ¼ 0
tively. Cu ; Cv ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.
2=N ;
others
Equation 1 can be rewritten into the format of matrix transform
Y ¼ AFAT

ð2Þ

where A is the DCT transform matrix, F is the image block and Y is the DCT coefficient
matrix. Auv is given by
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To simplify the implementation and ensure orthogonality of the integer DCT [12, 19, 37],
H.264/AVC changes the float point DCTinto theinteger DCT as follows
EI
ð4Þ
Y ¼ CI FCIT
where
denotes the operation of direct multiplication and CI denotes the integer transform
This2is why it is called integer DCT.
matrix. The entities
in CI are all integers.
2
3
3 For a 4×4
1 1
1
1
a2
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2
2
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27
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block, CI ¼ 6
41
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pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
and b ¼ 2=5 . Similarly, the matrices CI and EI of an 8×8 block sized integer DCT can be
constructed [6, 19].

3 Text detection in H.264/AVC compressed domain
Usually, the overlaid texts have salient structure and high contrast. Most of the blocks in a
text region can not be compensated well from their neighbors. Comparatively, the energies
of the residual blocks in text region are higher than the energies of the blocks in the
background. In this paper, the integer DCT coefficients of the intra-frames of H.264/AVC
are utilized to represent block texture intensity and to carry out candidate text blocks
detection. The block diagram of the proposed text detection and localization method is
shown in Fig. 1, which consists of the following five steps. The first step is entropy decoding
and inverse quantization for the luminance component of the intra-frames of the H.264/AVC
bit-streams. The second step is block texture representation using the decoded DCT coefficients. The third step is candidate text block detection using block sizes and video quality
adaptive thresholds. The fourth step is text block verification using the region related
characteristics of video texts. The last step is text line localization using intra-prediction
characteristics of the text lines in H.264/AVC intra-frames.
3.1 Block texture representation
In the high profiles of H.264/AVC, each MB of an intra-frame can be partitioned into blocks
with sizes 4×4, 8×8 and 16×16 adaptively according to the residual information after intraprediction. The 4×4 and 8×8 block-sized integer DCT is carried out on the residual of the
luminance component. The energy of the residual component of a block can be utilized to
measure the effectiveness of intra prediction. Let TcoefN(p,o) denote the texture intensity of
the (p,o)-th block carrying out N×N sized integer DCT. In this paper, TcoefN(p,o) is
represented by the absolute sum of the all the DCT coefficients of a block
X


Coef N ðu; vÞ
Tcoef N ðp; oÞ ¼
ð5Þ
0u;vN 1

u þ v 6¼ 0

H.264
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Entropy
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of text detection and localization in intra-frames of H.264/AVC compressed video
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where CoefN(u,v) (0≤u, v≤N−1) denotes the integer DCT coefficient at coordinate (u,v) of
the residual component of intra-prediction. The quantization parameters influence the texture
information very much. When the quantization parameter is larger, more DCT coefficients
are likely to be quantized into zeros during encoding. Figure 2 shows the average texture
intensity curves of all the non-zero-texture blocks (denoted ALL) and blocks with their
texture intensities among the top 5 %, 10 %, and 20 % of each of the intra frames (denoted
Top5%, Top10%, and Top20% respectively). The average block texture intensities of all the
intra-frames of the blocks carrying out 4×4 sized DCT under quantization parameters QP05,
15, 25, 35 and 45 of several video sequences are shown in Fig. 2 respectively. In Fig. 2 only


several point pairs (μN ðaÞq , q) are given (with q05, 15, 25, 35 and 45). μN ðaÞq is the average
texture intensity of the blocks (carrying out N×N sized integer DCT) with their texture
intensities among top α×100 % blocks under quantization parameter q. The value of


μN ðaÞq under any q can be interpolated from the discrete points ( μN ðaÞq , q) with q05,

15, 25, 35 and 45. The fitted curves μ ðaÞq against q using linear interpolations for α05 %,
N

10 %, 20 % and 100 % (i.e. ALL) are shown in Fig. 2 respectively. From Fig. 2 it is obvious that
the quantization parameters influence the DCT coefficients based texture intensities significantly. Thus, in compressed domain based video text detection, video qualities (in terms of the
quantization parameters) should be taken into account.
3.2 Candidate text block detection
Let TMAP denote the corresponding candidate text block map of an intra frame. TMAP is a
binary matrix. TMAP(i,j)01 expresses that the block (i,j) is a candidate text block, otherwise
a candidate background block. In this paper, TMAP(i,j) is determined as follows

1; Tcoef N ði; jÞ  TcoefthN ðqÞ
; N ¼ 4; 8
ð6Þ
TMAPði; jÞ ¼
0;
others
where TcoefthN ðqÞ is a block sizes N×N and quantization parameter q adaptive threshold.
TcoefthN ðqÞ is related to the texture information of an intra-frame. It is calculated as follows

Fig. 2 Block texture intensity curves of all the intra-frames of several video sequences under quantization
parameter QP 05, 15, 25, 35 and 45
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TcoefthN ðqÞ ¼ μN ðaÞ þ TNq
; N ¼ 4; 8
TNq ¼ b N ðqÞ  TN

ð7Þ

where μN(α) is the average texture intensity of the blocks carrying out N×N sized integer
DCT with their texture intensities among the top α×100 % of an intra-frame. TNq is a block
sizes N×N and video quality q related threshold. It is utilized to remove the background
blocks during coarse text detection. In this paper, TN is a fixed threshold which is learned
from several video sequences under q025 and α00.2. We set T4 02000 and T8 04000
according to the statistical results of the texture intensities of blocks undergoing 4×4 and
8×8 block sized integer DCT using the following rules:


TN ¼ TNq q¼25  μN ðaÞq¼25
ð8Þ
In Eq. 7, βN(q) under any q can be calculated from the fitted block texture intensity curves
as follows


μN ðaÞq

 b N ðqÞq¼25 ; N ¼ 4; 8
ð9Þ
b N ðqÞ ¼
μ ðaÞq¼25
N

Combining μN(α), βN(q) and TN, TcoefthN ðqÞ can be determined adaptively.


μN ðaÞq
N

 TN  b N ðqÞq¼25 ; N ¼ 4; 8
Tcoefth ðqÞ ¼ μN ðaÞ þ

μN ðaÞ q¼25
According to Eqs. 8 and 10 can be rewritten as follows:


TcoefthN ðqÞ  μN ðaÞ þ μN ðaÞq  b N ðqÞq¼25 ; N ¼ 4; 8

ð10Þ

ð11Þ

From Eq. 11 we find that TcoefthN ðqÞ is determined by taken
 the block sizes N×N and
video quality q into account. The influences of α and bN ðqÞq¼25 to the text detection
performances are further discussed (please turn to Section 4.4 for details).
3.3 Text blocks verification
Candidate text blocks of an intra frame can be determined according to the adaptive threshold
TcoefthN ðqÞ and the corresponding candidate text map can be obtained as shown in Fig. 3(a).
It is very hard to determine a block is a text block or a background block exactly from the
texture information of itself. The region related characteristics of the text are valuable for
text block determination [18, 26, 28, 42]. Usually, most of the blocks in text regions are
detected as candidate text blocks according to their texture intensities. Then utilizing the
region related characteristics, text blocks of a text line can be grouped into connected regions
by morphological operations.
Usually most of the background blocks can be effectively compensated from their
neighbors during intra prediction. The corresponding texture intensities of the background
blocks are comparatively small. It is likely that very small part of the blocks in background
regions are classified into candidate text blocks according to Eq. 6. This makes the
distribution of candidate text blocks in background region is sparser than the distributions
of candidate text blocks in the real text regions. According to the sparse and dense
distribution characteristics of candidate text blocks in background and text regions, morphological operations are effective to remove falsely detected background blocks.
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Fig. 3 Two examples of text line localization in intra-frames of H.264/AVC compressed domain. (a)
candidate text blocks are labeled in green in the original images; (b) the texture projection curves of the local
text block regions of the TMAP; (c) text blocks of OMAP are labeled in green in the original images; (d) the
texture projection curves of the local text block regions of the OMAP; (e) text line localization results. Note
that the horizontal and vertical axises of (b) and (d) are the block numbers and block indexes. This figure is
best viewed in colors

Usually, text lines are horizontally and vertically overlaid [26]. In this paper, we focus on
the horizontal text verifications. Hereinafter we introduce the corresponding text verification
approach by examples as shown in Fig. 3. The detected candidate text blocks are labeled in
green in the original intra-frames as shown in Fig. 3(a). The main steps of determining the
horizontal text lines are as follows. Firstly, a closing operator with a structure element of
sizes r × r is carried out on the candidate text map TMAP. Let CMAP denote the
corresponding text map after closing operation. Large r is effective to connect the candidate
text blocks of real text regions into coherent regions, while the candidate text blocks in
background are likely to be grouped into a connected region at the same time. Generally
speaking, the large connected regions in background are hard to be removed than the sparse
blocks. The closing operation aims at connecting the candidate text blocks in text region and
keeping the candidate text blocks in background isolated as much as possible. So, r can not
set to be very large, we set r03 in this paper.
After closing operation, the neighboring candidate text blocks in text region are grouped
together. At the same time the candidate text blocks in background maybe also grouped into
small regions. Then an opening operator with the structure element of sizes 1×z is carried
out on CMAP to remove the small regions in background and to detect horizontal text lines.
To remove the small background regions, we must set z>r. if z is large enough, then the
connected candidate text blocks in text region is eliminated. So, we set z05 in our experiments. Let OMAP denote the corresponding map after this opening operation. This opening
operation is effective in removing most noise blocks while keeping the text block regions
stand out. Each of the remaining block regions is determined as candidate text region if its
block number is large enough.
3.4 Text line localization
Due to the fact that texts are different from background, the blocks in the first row of a text
line can not be effectively compensated from their neighbors as shown in the images of
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Fig. 3(a). Usually the strokes of characters are irregular, this made blocks in text region can
not be compensated very well using intra prediction. Thus the blocks in text region have
high probability to be detected as candidate text blocks. This characteristic can be utilized in
text line localization. The detailed steps of text line localization are as follows:
1) Determine the connected text region number (denoted M) in OMAP and get the vertical
positions VT(i) and VB(i) of each text region, i01, …, M. For example, the text region
number of two images in Fig. 3(a) are 3 and 1 respectively.
2) Carry out projections for the i-th text region in TMAP and OMAP respectively from
VT(i)−k to VB(i)+k. We get the corresponding texture projection curves TP(t) and OP(t)
as follows:

TPðtÞ ¼

OPðtÞ ¼

8
Wb
<P
: s¼0

8
Wb
<P
: s¼0

TMAPðs; tÞ

t 2 ½VT ðiÞ

0

k; VB ðiÞ þ k 

OMAPðs; tÞ t 2 ½VT ðiÞ
0

ð12Þ

others

k; VB ðiÞ þ k 

ð13Þ

others

where Wb is the block number (in terms of the blocks with sizes 4x4) in the width of an
image (Wb0W/4). k is an offset which is utilized to get accurate starting and ending positions
of a text line, t is block index. You known, the blocks are text region boundaries can not be
compensated well from their neighbors in the background during intra-prediction. In this
paper, k02 is enough to get accurate text line positions. The projection curves of the local
regions of TMAP and OMAP are shown in Fig. 3(b) and (d) respectively.
3) From TP(t) and OP(t), the candidate text map of the text lines is determined using
minimum text block number constraints as follows

CTLðs; tÞ ¼

1 OPðtÞ  Nth &&TPðtÞ  Nth
; s ¼ 1;    ; Wb
0
others

ð14Þ

If the block number in each row of a candidate text line is less than Nth then this row is
considered to be background. In this paper we set 05. From Eq. 14 the neighboring text lines
with large gaps can be separated. From CTL the starting point (denote Ts) and ending point
(denote Te) of a candidate text can be determined.
4) From CTL and CMAP the final text map FMAP is determined as follows
FMAPðs; tÞ ¼ CTLðs; tÞ&CMAPðs; t Þ;

s ¼ 1;    ; Wb;

t ¼ Ts;    ; Te

ð15Þ

In order to connect the block regions of a horizontal text line into an integrated one, a
closing operation is needed. In this paper, the structure element of the closing operator is set
to be 1×11. The starting and ending points of a text line in the up- and bottom- directions can
be determined from the text map after morphological operations. Let Ss(t) and Se(t) denote
the starting point and ending point of the t-th row of a text line in the left- and right-
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directions. The starting point (denote SsP) and ending point (denote SeP) of a text line in
left- and right- directions are determined as follows:
(

SeP ¼ maxfSeðtÞg
t

SsP ¼ maxfSsðtÞg

; t ¼ Ts;    ; Te

ð16Þ

t

Text line localization results of Fig. 3(a) are shown in Fig. 3(e). We find the text lines in
the complex background are well localized. More experimental results are given in the
following section.

4 Experimental results and discussions
Five video sequences are used as test set to evaluate the performance of the proposed text
detection and localization method. The test set consists of a CCTV news video which is
extracted from Chinese news channel (denoted CCTV), two famous document video
sequences which are produced by BBC (denoted BBC1 and BBC2), a document video
sequence Piranha which produced by National Geographic Channel (denoted Fish) and a
video sequence download from FTP site of INRIA (denoted Movie [7]). The resolutions of
these video sequences are given in the first column of Table 1. They are encoded into H.264/
AVC bit-streams by the reference software JM10.2 under various quantization parameters
[11]. In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed H.264/AVC compressed domain
based text detection and localization method, we compared it with Lyu et al’s method
(denoted Lyu) [18] and, the DWT transform and K-means based method [30] (denoted
DWT). Text detection algorithms of Lyu, DWT and ours are carried out at H.264/AVC
decoder side by embedding the text detection algorithms in the reference software JM10.2 in
Windows XP environment. The text detection algorithms are run on a PC with PIII 1.8GHz
Table 1 Text line detection and localization performances of Lyu, DWT and ours under α00.2 and
b N ðqÞq¼25 ¼ 1. The test video sequences are encoded by reference software JM 10.2 under q025
Test video

Method

NC

NM

NF

NR (%)

NP (%)

F1(%)

Fish (352*288)

Lyu

566

34

13

94.33

97.75

96.01

0.33

DWT

559

41

38

93.17

93.63

93.40

9.82

Ours

572

28

5

95.33

99.13

97.19

0.10

Lyu

619

128

87

82.86

87.68

85.20

0.32

DWT
Ours

591
604

156
143

135
94

79.12
80.86

81.41
86.53

80.24
83.60

9.79
0.10

Lyu

882

65

18

93.14

98.00

95.51

0.72

DWT

870

77

27

91.87

96.99

94.36

22.07

96.28

0.24

CCTV (352*288)

BBC1 (576*432)

BBC2 (576*432)

Movie (352*288)

100.0

spf

Ours

879

68

0

92.82

Lyu

162

13

43

92.57

79.02

85.26

0.69

DWT

151

24

62

86.29

70.89

77.84

19.32

Ours

166

9

2

94.86

98.81

96.79

0.22

Lyu
DWT

1019
966

9
62

205
276

99.12
93.97

83.25
77.78

90.49
85.11

0.29
8.94

Ours

1018

10

198

99.03

83.72

90.73

0.08
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CPU, and 1G RAM. In text detection performances evaluation, the decoding process for the
P-, and B- frames and the corresponding chrominance are all skipped. Full decoding for the
luminance component of the intra-frames is needed by Lyu and DWT, while ours only needs
part decoding to carry out text detection in H.264/AVC compressed video streams. For
objective computational costs comparison, the time utilized to decode bit-streams for
carrying out text detection is considered to be a part of Lyu and ours.
The DWT based text detection approach extracts features on DWT sub-bands for Kmeans clustering to differentiate texts from background [30]. The DWT based method
computed 21 statistical values on the high-frequency sub-bands, and employed the Kmeans clustering algorithm to partition all the pixels of an image into either text candidates
or background.
4.1 Text detection and localization performance evaluation
We declare a text line is correctly detected if the minimum overlapping ratio (MOLR) of the
detected text block region (DTBR) and the ground-truth text region (GTR) is greater than
80 %. MOLR is defined by



n
o
\
\




MOLR ¼ min DTBR GTR=jGTRj; DTBR GTR=jDTBRj
ð17Þ
The recall NR, precision NP, and F1 are utilized to evaluate the objective text detection
and localization performance as follows
8
NC
>
>
 100%
NR ¼
>
>
NC
þ NM
>
>
<
NC
ð18Þ
 100%
NP ¼
>
NC
þ NF
>
>
>
>
2  NR  NP
>
: F1 ¼
 100%
NR þ NP
where NF, NC and NM denote the numbers of the falsely, correctly and missing detected
texts respectively.
The text detection performances of Lyu and ours on the above five video sequences are
shown in Table 1. The video sequences are encoded
by reference software JM10.2 under q025.

We fix the two parameters α00.2 and bN ðqÞq¼25 ¼ 1 in our experiment. The parameters T4
and T8 are learned from block texture intensities of the intra-frames of several video sequences
excluded from the test set and we get T4 02000 and T8 04000 according to Fig. 2. In our
experiments, we find that Lyu is good at detecting the text lines with large captions. This kind of
text is often appeared in the news video sequences, such as CCTV. Usually text blocks in the
inner region of large characters can be compensated very well from their neighbors during intra
prediction. This makes the texture intensities of the blocks in the text region comparatively low.
Hence only a small part of blocks in text region are detected as candidate text blocks and the
distribution of the detected candidate text blocks in text region is sparse. These candidate text
blocks have high probability to be eliminated during morphological operations. The text
detection performance of ours is not as good as that of Lyu for the sequence CCTV. However
ours is effective to detect the text lines consist of small characters. Since DWT requires the Kmeans to classify an image into the background and text regions, its performance depends on
the similar background texture in the image. Thus, this method is sensitive to the density edges
in the background regions. The average F1 values of the five test video sequences of Lyu, DWT
and ours are 90.49 %, 86.19 % and 92.92 % respectively.
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4.2 Computational costs of Lyu, DWT and ours
Now we give an objective comparison for the computational costs of the Lyu, DWT and
ours. Compared with Lyu, ours has low computational cost due to the following three
aspects: 1) Inverse DCT and luminance component reconstruction are not required. 2) More
computational reduction in text map determination. The text map of ours is generated by
using the block texture information. While multi-resolution text maps must be generated by
Lyu. 3) The size of our text map is only 1/16 of that of Lyu. The computational costs of ours
are lower than that of Lyu in text verification and text line localization. The average
computational costs of Lyu and ours for the five test video sequences are shown in the last
column of Table 1 respectively. The average processing speeds of Lyu are 0.3 and 0.7 s per
frame (spf) for the video sequences with resolutions 352*288 and 576*432 respectively. The
average computational costs of DWT based text detection approach are 9.52 spf and
20.70 spf for the videos with resolutions 352*288 and 576*432 respectively. These of ours
are 0.1 spf and 0.23 spf respectively. In all, the computational cost of ours is only about 1/3
of Lyu and 1 % of DWT.
4.3 Subjective results of text detection and localization
Figure 4 shows the subjective results of the proposed text detection and localization method.
The detected text lines are labeled in green. Text lines in different backgrounds, colors, and
sizes are correctly detected as shown in the images in the first and second rows. The images
in the third row show some missing and falsely detected texts. The missing detected texts are
those with very small characters and the distributions of text blocks are very sparse. Most of
the candidate text blocks in text regions are removed during verification. The texts with very
low contrasts with backgrounds are not likely to be detected. This can be shown from the
second image of the bottom row of Fig. 4, where texts are undergoing fade-in/out [25]. The

Fig. 4 Subjective results of text detection and localization of the proposed text detection method. This figure
is best viewed in colors
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falsely detected text lines usually have large texture intensities and most of the blocks have
heavy residual during intra prediction.
4.4 Discussions on the selection of α and βN(q)
In this section, the corresponding text detection performances of versus α and βN(q) under
q025 are discussed. The recall, precision, and F1 values of our text detection method under
b N ðqÞq¼25 ¼ 1 and α takes five values in the range [0, 0.3] (α00.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.3)
are shown in Table 2. From this table we find that more text lines are missing detected with a
few false detections with the decrease of α. Better performance is achieved
 under α00.3.
The corresponding text detection performances under α00.2 and bN ðqÞq¼25 takes four



values in the range [0, 1] b N ðqÞq¼25 ¼ 1:0; 0:75; 0:5and0:25 are also shown in Table 2.
We find that when α00.2, the influences of βN(q) to the text detection performances are not
very significant.
Comparatively, better performances are achieved under a 2 ½0:15; 0:3 and

b N ðqÞq¼25 2 ½0:5; 1.
4.5 Text detection performances versus video qualities
Video qualities have significant impacts on the block texture information as shown in Fig. 2,
thus they may influence the compressed domain based text detection performance. In order
to show the effectiveness of the adaptive βN(q) determination method, two video sequences
Movie and BBC1 are encoded into several bit-streams by setting the quantization parameters
q05, 15, 25, 35 and 45 respectively. The corresponding text detection performances of
βN(q)01 (denoted Hard) and adaptive βN(q) (denoted Adaptive) which is determined by
Eq. 9 are compared systematically. Let NR_Adaptive and NR_Hard denote the recall values
of the Adaptive and Hard. And let F1_Adaptive and F1_Hard denote the F1 values of the
Adaptive and Hard respectively. NR_Adaptive, NR_Hard, F1_Adaptive, F1_Hard versus
quantization parameter q (with q05, 15, 25, 35 and 45) are shown in Fig. 5 respectively. It is
clear that better performances are achieved by Adaptive. Comparisons (in terms of NC, NM,
NF, NR, NP, and F1) of Lyu, DWT and ours on Movie and BBC1 under q045 are also
shown in Table 3. The average F1 values of Lyu, DWT, Hard and Adaptive are 89.29 %,
86.95 %, 84.24 % and 94.76 % respectively. The F1 value of Adaptive outperforms Lyu and
Hard by about 5.5 % and 10.5 % respectively. The average F1 values of Lyu, DWT and ours
of the two video sequences under q025 are 93.12 %, 81.48 % and 93.38 % respectively as
Table 2 Average text detection performance versus α and βN(q) for the five video sequences under q025


b N ðqÞq¼25

α00.2

NC

NM

NF

NR (%)

NP (%)

F1(%)

α00.3

3373

124

395

95.45

89.52

92.39

α00.2

3239

258

299

92.62

91.55

92.08

α00.15

3083

414

193

88.16

94.11

91.04

α00.1

2941

556

121

84.10

96.05

89.68

α00.05

b N ðqÞq¼25

b N ðqÞq¼25

b N ðqÞq¼25

b N ðqÞq¼25

1615

1882

8

46.18

99.51

63.08

¼ 1:0

3239

258

299

92.62

91.55

92.08

¼ 0:75
¼ 0:5

3298
3371

199
126

382
506

94.31
96.40

89.62
86.95

91.91
91.43

¼ 0:25

3403

94

896

97.31

79.16

87.30
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Fig. 5 Text detection and localization performances of Adaptive and Hard under q05, 15, 25, 35, and 45.
NR_Hard and F1_Hard denote the recall and F1 value of Hard. NR_Adaptive and F1_Adaptive denote the
recall and F1 values of Adaptive

shown in Table 1. When the quantization parameter q changed from q025 to q045, the
average F1 values of Lyu and DWT decrease 3.8 % and 5,47 % respectively, while that of
ours increases 0.38 %. From the above comparisons, we find that the proposed text detection
method is robust to video quality variations.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, an effective text detection and localization method is proposed for intra-frames
of H.264/AVC compressed video by utilizing the block integer DCT coefficients. Candidate
text blocks are detected by a compressed video quality and block sizes adaptive threshold.
Characteristics of texts region in the intra frames of H.264/AVC are analyzed and utilized in
text line localization. The H.264/AVC compressed domain based text detection method is
robust to the variations of video qualities. Comparisons with pixel domain based method on
H.264/AVC bit-streams with various qualities show the effectiveness and robustness of the
proposed text detection and localization method.
Table 3 Text detection performances of Lyu, DWT and ours (including Adaptive and Hard) for the video
sequences Movie and BBC1 with α00.2 under q045
NC
Movie

BBC1

NM

NF

NR (%)

NP (%)

F1(%)

Adaptive

980

48

64

95.33

93.87

94.59

Hard

607

421

1

59.05

99.84

74.21

Lyu

758

270

7

73.74

99.08

84.55

DWT

724

304

28

70.43

96.28

81.35

Adaptive

856

91

0

90.39

100

94.95

Hard
Lyu

748
843

199
104

0
3

78.99
89.02

100
99.65

88.26
94.04

DWT

826

121

12

87.22

98.57

92.55
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In this paper, experimental results are conducted on five video sequences with various
qualities. We only study the cases that texts aligned in either horizontal or vertical direction.
We do not address the problems for detecting text with various directions. Moreover, the
proposed approach focus on detecting the overlaid text, which maybe not very effective for
detecting scene texts. Each overlaid texts usually exist in multi-intra frames. Fusing the
multi-frame information should improve text detection performances. Thus in our future
work we will focus on above issues.
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